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Coordination Control of Multiple Ellipsoidal Agents
with Collision Avoidance and Limited Sensing

Ranges
K.D. Do

Abstract—This paper contributes a design of cooperative
controllers that force N mobile agents with an ellipsoidal shape
and a limited sensing range to track desired trajectories and
to avoid collision between them. A separation condition for
ellipsoidal agents is first derived. Smooth step functions are
then introduced. These functions and the separation condition
between the ellipsoidal agents are embedded in novel pairwise
collision avoidance functions to design coordination controllers.
The proposed control design guarantees: 1) smooth coordination
controllers despite the agents’ limited sensing ranges, 2) no
collision between any agents, 3) asymptotical stability of desired
equilibrium set, and 4) instability of all other undesired critical
sets of the closed loop system.

Index Terms—Coordination control, ellipsoidal agents, collision
avoidance, potential functions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Coordination control of multiple agents finds various appli-
cations to search, rescue, coverage, surveillance, reconnais-
sance and cooperative transportation. Therefore, a number
of approaches has been available for coordination control of
networked agents. Here, three popular methods are briefly
mentioned. The leader-follower method (e.g., [1], [2], [3],
[4]) uses several agents as leaders and others as followers.
This method is easy to understand and ensures coordination
maintenance if the leaders are disturbed. However, the de-
sired coordination shape cannot be maintained if followers
are perturbed unless a feedback is implemented, [5]. The
behavioral method (e.g., [6], [7]), where each agent locally
reacts to actions of its neighbors, is suitable for decentralized
control but is difficult in control design and stability analysis
since group behavior cannot explicitly be defined. The virtual
structure method (e.g., [8], [9], [10]) treats all agents as
a single entity. This method is amenable to mathematical
analysis but is difficult to deal with a time-varying structure.

Research works on coordination control usually utilize one
or more of the above methods in a centralized or a decen-
tralized manner. Centralized strategies (e.g., [5], [11]) use a
single controller that generates collision free trajectories in the
workspace. These strategies guarantee a complete solution but
require high computational power and are not robust. Decen-
tralized schemes (e.g., [10], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17],
[18]) require less computational effort but have difficulties in
controlling critical points, especially when collision avoidance
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between the agents is a must. In all the above cited references,
the shape of all the agents is considered as a single point or
a circular disk or a sphere.

In practice, many agents such as submarines and rockets
have a non-spherical, especially long and narrow, shape. If
these agents are fitted to spheres, there is a problem with
the large conservative volume. To illustrate this problem,
we look at an example of fitting a cylindrical agent with a
radius of rc and a length of 2lc to an ellipsoid with semi-
axes of a, b and c, and a sphere with a radius of rs as
shown in Fig.1. By shrinking the space along the direction
of the major axis of the ellipsoid, we can find a =

√
2lc,

b = c =
√
2rc, and rs =

√
r2c + l2c . Therefore, the conser-

vative volume, Vcon, defined as the difference between the
volumes enclosed by the sphere and the ellipsoid, is given by
Vcon =

4πr3c
3

[(
l2c
r2c
+1

)√
l2c
r2c

+ 1−2
√
2 lcrc

]
. This means that the

conservative volume is always nonnegative and is proportional
to cubic of the half length lc over the radius rc of an agent.
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Fig. 1. Fitting a cylindrical agent
to an ellipsoid and a sphere.

A spherical approximation
of the shape of long and nar-
row agents can adversely affect
performance of a coordination
control algorithm. An example
is the case where it is a must to
force a group of long and nar-
row agents through a long and
narrow passageway. In some
cases, a spherical approxima-
tion of the agents’ shape can
result in failure of a coordina-
tion control algorithm. As an illustration, we consider two
cylindrical agents with lengths of 2l1 and 2l2, and radii of
r1 and r2, respectively. Assuming that r1 and r2 are much
less than l1 and l2, respectively, i.e., the two agents have a
long and narrow shape. We now require these two agents to
move cooperatively in a way that they do not collide with
each other and the distance d12 between them is such that
(r1 + r2) + ϵ12 < d12 < (l1 + l2) − ϵ12 with ϵ12 being a
feasible positive constant. Clearly, a spherical approximation
of the agents’ shape is not applicable in this case for a coor-
dination control algorithm. On the other hand, an ellipsoidal
approximation can be applicable. In addition, an ellipsoidal
approximation of the agents’ shape for collision avoidance
between the agents in a coordination control algorithm covers
a spherical approximation of the agents’ shape by setting the
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semi-axes of the ellipsoid equal, but not vice versa. The above
discussion indicates that it is much more efficient to use an
ellipsoidal approximation of the agents with a long and narrow
shape for collision avoidance in designing coordination control
algorithms.

Despite of the above advantages of an ellipsoidal approx-
imation of the agents’ shape, coordination control for ellip-
soidal agents has not been addressed in the literature. This is
partially due to difficulties in determining a separation condi-
tion between two ellipsoids. There have been two main meth-
ods to determine a separation condition between ellipsoids.
The first method found in [19], [20] consists of determining
the intersection of the ellipsoids with the plane containing the
line joining their centers and rotating the plane. The distance
of the closest approach [21] of the two ellipses formed by the
intersection is a periodic function of the plane orientation, of
which the maximum value corresponds to the closest distance
between the two ellipsoids. The second method [22] found
the condition for separation between two ellipsoids is based
on the discriminant of there characteristic polynomial. Both
methods are too complicated for an application in coordination
control. If these methods are applied for collision avoidance,
the condition, for which the minimum distance between two
disks or the discriminant of their characteristic polynomial
is positive, is extremely complicated to be embedded in a
proper potential function for designing a coordination control
algorithm.

The aforementioned observations motivate contributions of
this paper on a design of coordination controllers for el-
lipsoidal agents with limited sensing ranges. The objective
is to design controllers to force the agents to track desired
trajectories and to guarantee no collision between them. It
is noted that the objective of the present work is different
from those on formation control of multiple agents in [23],
[24], [25], [26], [27]. In these papers, a set of agents, a graph
topology specifying what agents sense each other and what
parameter they sense, and a graph topology specifying what
parameter (e.g., distance) agents want to control with respect
to the what other agents are first given. Using this information
only, a distributed controller is then designed for each agent
to achieve its own constraints. The formation objective is to
force the entire group to achieve a desired shape.

Our proposed design provides smooth coordination con-
trollers despite the agents’ limited sensing ranges, no collision
between any agents, asymptotic stability of desired equilibrium
set, and instability of all other undesired critical sets of the
closed loop system. The paper’s contributions include: 1)
a new condition for separation between two ellipsoids, see
Section II-A; 2) new smooth step functions; 3) new pairwise
collision avoidance functions for two ellipsoidal agents, see
Section II-A; and 4) a derivation of coordination controllers
based on the pairwise potential functions, see Section IV-C.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Separation condition between two ellipsoids

This section presents a condition for separation of two el-
lipsoids applicable for collision avoidance in the coordination
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Fig. 2. Two ellipsoids and their coordinates.

control design later. As such, we consider two ellipsoids i
and j shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, OXY Z is the earth-
fixed frame, OiXiYiZi is the body-fixed frame attached to
ellipsoid i, qi = [xi yi zi]

T denotes the position of the center
Oi, and ηi = [ϕi θi ψi]

T denotes the orientation (roll, pitch and
yaw angles) of the ellipsoid i. Moreover, (ai, bi, ci) denote the
semi-axes of the ellipsoid i. These notations are similar for the
ellipsoid j.

Lemma 2.1: Consider two ellipsoids i and j, which have
semi-axes of (ai, bi, ci) and (aj , bj , cj), and orientation vectors
ηi = [ϕi θi ψi]

T and ηj = [ϕj θj ψj ]
T , and are centered at

qi = [xi yi zi]
T and qj = [xj yj zj ]

T , respectively, see Fig. 2.
Define the transformed distance ∆ij between the ellipsoids i
and j as

∆ij =∥Qij q̄ij∥ − 1, (1)

where

Qij = I3×3 − (I3×3 + κijTj)
−1,

q̄ij = Piqij ,
(2)

with I3×3 being a 3×3 identity matrix. The vector qij denotes
the relative position vector between the ellipsoids i and j.
The matrix Pi represents the so-called negative inverse of the
rotational matrix of the ellipsoid i by the angular vector ηi
around its axes. The vector qij and the matrix Pi are given
by

qij = qi − qj ,

Pi = −A−1
i R−1(ηi),

Ai = diag(ai, bi, ci).

(3)

The matrix R(•) represents the three dimensional rotational
matrix with respect to the vector •. The matrix Tj is the
system matrix of the ellipsoid j when the ellipsoids i and j are
transformed to the spherical-ellipsoidal coordinates detailed in
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Appendix A. It is given by

Tj =

 Tj11 Tj12 Tj13
Tj12 Tj22 Tj23
Tj13 Tj23 Tj33

 , (4)

where

Tj11 = ε211 + ε221 + ε231, Tj12 = ε11ε12 + ε21ε22 + ε31ε32,

Tj22 = ε212 + ε222 + ε232, Tj13 = ε11ε13 + ε21ε23 + ε31ε33,

Tj33 = ε213 + ε223 + ε233, Tj23 = ε12ε13 + ε22ε23 + ε32ε33,
(5)

with εmn for m = 1, 2, 3 and n = 1, 2, 3 being the element
(m,n) of the matrix (A−1

i R(ηij)Aj)
−1 with

ηij = ηi − ηj ,

Aj = diag(aj , bj , cj).
(6)

The variable κij is the largest root (the right most root) of the
shortest distance equation

q̄Tij(I3×3 + κijTj)
−TTj(I3×3 + κijTj)

−1q̄ij − 1 = 0, (7)

where (I3×3 + κijTj)
−T denotes the transpose of (I3×3 +

κijTj)
−1.

The two ellipsoids are externally separated, i.e., the ellip-
soids are outside of each other and do not contact with each
other like Fig. 2, if

∆ij > 0. (8)

Remark 2.1: The transformed distance ∆ij is a smooth
function of qij , ηi, and ηij . Alternatively, ∆ij is a smooth
function of q̄ij and ηij .

Proof. See Appendix A.

B. Smooth step function

This section gives a definition of the smooth step function
followed by a construction of this function. The smooth step
function is to be embedded in a pairwise potential function
to avoid discontinuities in the control law due to the agents’
limited sensing ranges in solving the collision avoidance
problem.

Definition 2.1: A scalar function h(x, α, β, γ) is said to be
a smooth step function if it possesses the following properties

1) h(x, α, β, γ) = 0, ∀x ∈ (−∞, α],
2) h(x, α, β, γ) = 1, ∀x ∈ [β,∞),
3) 0 < h(x, α, β, γ) < 1, ∀x ∈ (α, β),
4) h(x, α, β, γ) is smooth,
5) h′(x, α, β, γ) > 0, ∀x ∈ (α, β),
6) h′′(x, α, β, γ) = 0 at x = x∗ ∈ (α, β),

(9)

where x ∈ R, h′(x, α, β, γ) = ∂h(x,α,β,γ)
∂x , h′′(x, α, β, γ) =

∂2h(x,α,β,γ)
∂x2 , α and β are constants such that α < β, and γ is

a positive constant.
Lemma 2.2: Let the scalar function h(x, α, β, γ) be defined

as

h(x, α, β, γ) =
f(τ)

f(τ) + γf(1− τ)
with τ =

x− α

β − γ
, (10)

where

f(τ) = 0 if τ ≤ 0, and f(τ) = e−
1
τ if τ > 0, (11)

with α and β constants such that α < β, and γ a positive
constant. Then h(x, α, β, γ) is a smooth step function.
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Fig. 3. A smooth step function and its first
and second derivatives.

Proof. See Ap-
pendix B. An al-
ternative “symmet-
ric” (i.e., γ = 1)
smooth step function
is available in [28]
but it requires a nu-
merical integration.
The introduction of
the positive constant
γ in the smooth step
function in Lemma
2.2 is to shift the location at which h′(x, α, β, γ) attains its
extremum value. An illustration of a smooth step function
(α = 0, β = 3, γ = 2) is given in Fig. 3

C. Barbalat-like lemma

The following Barbalat-like lemma is to be used in stability
analysis of the closed loop system in Appendix C.

Lemma 2.3: Assume that a nonnegative scalar differen-
tiable function f(t) satisfies the following conditions

1)

∣∣∣∣ ddtf(t)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ k1f(t), ∀t ≥ 0, 2)

∫ ∞

0

f(t)dt ≤ k2, (12)

where k1 and k2 are positive constants, then limt→∞ f(t) = 0.
Proof. See [10]. Lemma 2.3 differs from Barbalat’s lemma

found in [29]. While Barbalat’s lemma assumes that f(t) is
uniformly continuous, Lemma 2.3 assumes that | ddtf(t)| is
bounded by k1f(t). Lemma 2.3 is useful in proving conver-
gence of f(t) when it is difficult to prove uniform continuity
of f(t).

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Agent dynamics

As mentioned before this paper mainly focuses on diffi-
culties caused by the ellipsoidal shape of the agents in the
coordination control design, we therefore assume that each
ellipsoidal agent i has the following dynamics:

q̇i = ui,

η̇i = ωi, i ∈ N,
(13)

where N is the set of all agents in the group, ui =
[uxi uyi uzi]

T and ωi = [ωϕi ωθi ωψi]
T are the control input

vectors of the agent i. It is recalled that qi = [xi yi zi]
T

with (xi, yi, zi) being the position coordinates of the center of
the agent i and ηi = [ϕi θi ψi]

T with (ϕi, θi, ψi) being the
orientation angles of the agent i, see Fig. 2. For agents with
higher order dynamics, the backstepping technique [30] can
be used because we will design the control input vectors ui
and ωi such that they are smooth.
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B. Coordination control objective

In order to design a coordination control system for a group
of ellipsoidal agents, there is a need of specifying a common
goal for the group, sensing capacity of the agents, and initial
position and orientation of the agents. We therefore impose
the following assumption on the reference trajectory, sensing
capacity of each agent, and initial conditions between the
agents.

Assumption 3.1:
1) The reference position and orientation vectors qid(t) and

ηid(t) for the agent i to track satisfy the condition:

∆ijd(t) ≥ δijd, ∀ (i, j) ∈ N, j ̸= i, t ≥ 0, (14)

where δijd is a positive constant. The term ∆ijd(t) is ∆ij(t)
given in (1) with qi(t), qj(t), ηi(t), and ηj(t) replaced
by qid(t), qjd(t), ηid(t), and ηjd(t), respectively. Moreover,
∥q̇id(t)∥, ∥q̇id(t)∥, and ∥qijd(t)∥ with qijd(t) = qid(t) −
qjd(t) are bounded for all (i, j) ∈ N, j ̸= j, and t ≥ 0.

2) The agents i and j have spherical sensing spaces, which
are centered at the points Oi and Oj , and have radii of Ri and
Rj , respectively. The radii Ri and Rj are sufficiently large in
the sense that

∆m
ijR > 0, (15)

where ∆m
ijR is the greatest lower bound of ∆ij when the agents

i and j are within their sensing ranges, i.e.,

∆m
ijR = inf(∆ij) s.t.

{
ηij ∈ R3,
∥qij∥ = min(Ri, Rj),

(16)

for all (i, j) ∈ N and j ̸= i.
3) The agent i can sense the states, qj and ηj , of the agent

j if the agent j is inside the sensing space of the agent i.
4) At the initial time t0 ≥ 0, all the agents in the group

are sufficiently far away from each other in the sense that the
following condition holds:

∆ij(t0) > 0, (17)

where ∆ij(t0) is given in (1) evaluated at (qi = qi(t0),ηi =
ηi(t0)) and (qj = qj(t0),ηj = ηj(t0)), and we have abused
the notation of ∆ij(qij(t0),ηi(t0),ηj(t0)) as ∆ij(t0) for
simplicity of presentation.

Remark 3.1: 1) Assumption 3.1.1 specifies feasible refer-
ence trajectories qid(t) and ηid(t) for the agent i in the
group to track since they have to satisfy the condition (14). A
desired coordination shape can be specified by the reference
trajectories qid(t) and ηid(t) with i = 1, ..., N . Let us consider
the virtual structure approach in [8], [9], [10] to generate the
reference trajectories qid(t) and ηid(t) for the agent i to track.
First, a virtual structure consisting of N vertices is designed
as a desired coordination shape. Second, we let the center of
the virtual structure move along a predefined trajectory (often
called the common reference trajectory). Third, as the virtual
structure moves, its vertex i generates the reference trajectories
qid(t) and ηid(t) for the agent i to track. Several examples
can be found in [10].

2) In Assumption 3.1.2, the condition (15) holds if there
exists a positive constant ϱi such that Ri ≥ ϱi + sup(ai +

aj , ai+bj , ai+cj , bi+aj , bi+bj , bi+cj , ci+aj , ci+bj , ci+cj),
for all (i, j) ∈ N and j ̸= i.

Coordination Control Objective 3.1: Under Assumption
3.1, for each agent i design the control input vectors ui and
ωi such that the position and orientation vectors (qi,ηi) of
the agent i track its reference position and orientation vectors
(qid,ηid) while avoiding collision with all other agents in the
group. Specifically, we will design ui and ωi such that

lim
t→∞

χie(t) = 0,

∆ij(t) ≥ δij , ∀t ≥ t0 ≥ 0,
(18)

where χie(t) =
((
qi(t) − qid(t)

)
,
(
ηi(t) − ηid(t)

))
, for all

(i, j) ∈ N, i ̸= j, and t ≥ t0 ≥ 0, where δij is a positive
constant.

IV. COORDINATION CONTROL DESIGN

A. Pairwise Collision Avoidance Functions

1) Construction of Pairwise Collision Avoidance Functions:
This section defines and constructs pairwise collision avoid-
ance functions that will be used in a potential function for the
coordination control design.

Definition 4.1: Let φij be a scalar function of the trans-
formed distance ∆ij given in (1) of the ellipsoidal agents i and
j. The function φij is said to be a pairwise collision avoidance
function if it has the following properties:

1) φij = 0, φ′
ij = 0, φ′′

ij = 0, ∀∆ij ∈ [∆∗
ij ,∞),

2) φij > 0, ∀∆ij ∈ (0,∆∗
ij),

3) lim
∆ij→0

φij = ∞, lim
∆ij→0

φ′
ij = −∞,

4) φij is smooth, ∀∆ij ∈ (0,∞),

(19)

where φ′
ij =

∂φij

∂∆ij
and φ′′

ij =
∂2φij

∂∆2
ij

. The positive constant ∆∗
ij

is referred to as the effective collision avoidance transformed
distance between the agents i and j, and satisfies the condition

0 < ∆∗
ij < min(∆m

ijR, δijd), (20)

with ∆m
ijR defined in (16).

Remark 4.1: Property 1) implies that the function φij is
zero when the agents i and j are outside of their communica-
tion ranges since the constant ∆∗

ij satisfies the condition (20).
Property 2) implies that the function φij is positive definite
when the agents i and j are inside of their communication
ranges. By Lemma 2.1, Property 3) means that the function
φij is equal to infinity when a collision between the agents i
and j occurs. Property 4) allows us to use control design and
stability analysis methods found in [29] for continuous systems
instead of techniques for switched and discontinuous systems
found in [31] to handle the collision avoidance problem under
the agents’ limited communication ranges.

Lemma 4.1: Let the scalar function φij be defined as

φij =
1− h(∆ij , αij , βij , γij)

∆ij
, (21)

where the positive constants αij and βij satisfy the condition

0 < αij < βij ≤ ∆∗
ij , (22)
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and γij is a positive constant. The function
h
(
∆ij , αij , βij , γij

)
is a smooth step function defined

in Definition 2.1.
Then the function φij is a pairwise collision avoidance

function.
Proof. From (21), we have

φ′
ij = −h

′(•)
∆ij

− 1− h(•)
∆2
ij

,

φ′′
ij = −h

′′(•)
∆ij

+
2h′(•)
∆2
ij

+
2(1− h(•))

∆3
ij

,

(23)

where • stands for (∆ij , αij , βij , γij). From (21) and (23),
it is trivial to show that the function φij holds all properties
listed in (19) by using properties of the smooth step function
h(∆ij , αij , βij , γij) listed in (9) with a note that the constants
αij and βij satisfy the condition (22). A pairwise collision
avoidance function φij with αij = 0.5, βij = 2, and γij = 1
is plotted in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. A pairwise collision avoidance function and its derivatives.

2) Derivative of Pairwise Collision Avoidance Functions:
To prepare for the control design later, we calculate the
derivative of the pairwise collision avoidance function φij . As
such, it is noted ∆ij is a smooth function of qij , ηi, and ηij ,
see Remark 2.1. However, there is a difficulty in determining
an explicit dependence of ∆ij on qij , ηi, and ηij via the
matrix Qij , see (1) and (2), because κij cannot be solved
explicitly. To avoid this difficulty, we treat ∆ij as a smooth
function of κij , q̄ij , and ηij .

We first calculate the first time derivative of κij . From (7),
we have

κ̇ij = −
(
∂Fij
∂κij

)−1((
∂Fij
∂q̄ij

)T
˙̄qij +

(
∂Fij
∂ηij

)T
η̇ij

)
, (24)

where

Fij(κij) = q̄Tij(I3×3 + κijTj)
−TTj(I3×3 + κijTj)

−1q̄ij − 1.
(25)

It is noted that ∂Fij

∂κij
is always nonzero, see Subsection A-3.

Hence, the first time derivative of ∆ij is

∆̇ij = Gij ˙̄qij +Hijη̇ij , (26)

where

Gij =

[
∂∆ij

∂q̄ij
− ∂∆ij

∂κij

(
∂Fij
∂κij

)−1
∂Fij
∂q̄ij

]T
,

Hij =

[
∂∆ij

∂ηij
− ∂∆ij

∂κij

(
∂Fij
∂κij

)−1
∂Fij
∂ηij

]T
.

(27)

From definition of q̄ij in (2), we have

˙̄qij =Piq̇ij + Siη̇i, (28)

where the matrix Si is defined by

Ṗiqij = Siη̇i. (29)

Substituting (28) into (26) results in

∆̇ij =GijPiq̇ij +GijSiη̇i +Hijη̇ij . (30)

Remark 4.2: The transformed distance ∆ij depends not
only on the relative distance vector qij and the relative
orientation vector ηij but also on the individual orientation
vector ηi of the ellipsoidal agent i. This dependence creates
a difficulty in designing control algorithms using a gradient
based approach in the sense that it is hard to write the
derivative of the pairwise collision avoidance function φij as
a product of the gradient of individual agents i and j and their
state derivatives. Later, this difficulty will be overcome by a
special design of the virtual reference trajectories with the use
of a smooth step function.

With (30), the derivative of the pairwise collision avoidance
function φij is given by

φ̇ij = φ′
ij

(
GijPiq̇ij +GijSiη̇i+Hij η̇ij

)
, ∀∆ij > 0. (31)

The condition ∆ij > 0 will be guaranteed by our control
design later.

B. Lyapunov Function
Since the derivative of the pairwise collision avoidance

function φij is the summation of the term φ′
ijGijPiq̇ij ,

φ′
ijGijSiη̇i, and φ′

ijHij η̇ij instead of the summation of
φ′
ijGijPi(q̇ij− q̇ijd), φ′

ijGijSi(η̇i− η̇id), and φ′
ijHij(η̇ij−

η̇ijd) with η̇ijd = η̇id − η̇jd, it is not possible to use
a Lyapunov function candidate as a summation of all the
pairwise collision functions and the square of all the errors
qi− qid and ηi−ηid for the coordination control design, see
also Remark 4.2.

To overcome the aforementioned impossibilities, we will
construct a Lyapunov function candidate as a sum of all
the pairwise collision avoidance functions φij in (21) and
the square of all the errors (qi − q∗

id) and (ηi − η∗
id). The

vectors q∗
id and η∗

id are considered as the virtual reference
trajectories to be designed such that limt→∞ q∗

id(t) = qid(t)
and limt→∞ η∗

id(t) = ηid(t). As such, the Lyapunov function
candidate for the coordination control design in the next
section is constructed as follows

V =
N−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

φij +
1

2

N∑
i=1

(
(qi − q∗

id)
TC1(qi − q∗

id)+

(ηi − η∗
id)

TC2(ηi − η∗
id)

)
,

(32)
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where C1 and C2 are symmetric positive definite matrices.
Differentiating both sides of (32) along the solutions of (31)
and recalling from (13) that q̇i = ui and η̇i = ωi result in

V̇ =
N∑
i=1

([
ΩT
i

(
ui − q̇∗

id

)
+ΞTi (ωi − η̇∗

id)
]
+[

ΨT
1iq̇

∗
id +ΨT

2iη̇
∗
id

])
,

(33)

where we added and subtracted φ′
ijGijPiq̇ijd, φ′

ij(GijSi +
Hij)η̇

∗
id, and −φ′

ijHij η̇
∗
jd to the right hand side of the equa-

tion (31) before substituting this equation into the derivative
of V . In (33), we have defined

Ωi =
[
ΨT

1i +C1(qi − q∗
id)

]T
,

Ξi =
[
ΨT

2i +C2(ηi − η∗
id)

]T
,

Ψ1i =
[
−

i−1∑
j=1

φ′
jiGjiPj +

N∑
j=i+1

φ′
ijGijPi)

]T
,

Ψ2i =
[
−

i−1∑
j=1

φ′
jiHji +

N∑
j=i+1

φ′
ij(GijSi +Hij)

]T
.

(34)

C. Control law

We first deal with the terms inside the first square bracket
in the right hand side of (33). As such, to avoid a large control
effort when an agent in the group is close to the agent i
due to Property 3) of the function φij , see (19), for collision
avoidance, we design a control law for ui and ωi as follows:

ui = −K1W (Ωi) + q̇∗
id,

ωi = −K2W (Ξi) + η̇∗
id,

(35)

where K1 and K2 are symmetric positive definite ma-
trices. The vector W (χ) denotes a vector of bounded
functions of elements of χ in the sense that W (χ) =[
w(χ1) ..., w(χl), ..., w(χn)

]T with χl the lth element of χ,
i.e., χ = [χ1 ..., χl, ..., χn]

T . The function w(χ) is a scalar,
differentiable and bounded function, and satisfies

1) |w(χ)| ≤M1,

2) w(χ) = 0 if χ = 0, χw(χ) > 0 if χ ̸= 0,

3) w(−χ) = −w(χ), (χ− ω)[w(χ)− w(ω)] ≥ 0,

4)
∣∣∣w(χ)
χ

∣∣∣ ≤M2,
∣∣∣∂w(χ)
∂χ

∣∣∣ ≤M3,
∂w(χ)

∂χ

∣∣∣
χ=0

= 1,

(36)

for all χ ∈ R, ω ∈ R, where M1,M2,M3 are positive
constants. Some functions that satisfy the above properties are
arctan(χ) and tanh(χ).

We now deal with the second square bracket in the right
hand side of (33). The terms inside this square bracket seem
to be troublesome because q̇∗

id and η̇∗
id are nonzero in general

since we are solving the coordination tracking control problem.
Moreover, we require that η∗

id and η∗
id asymptotically tend

to the reference trajectories qid and ηid, respectively. To get
around these problems, we will design update laws q̇∗

id and
η̇∗
id such that

ΨT
1iq̇

∗
id = 0, ΨT

2iη̇
∗
id = 0, (37)

hold for all time and such that η∗
id and η∗

id asymptotically tend
to qid and ηid, respectively. As such, we utilize smooth step
functions to design update laws q̇∗

id and η̇∗
id as follows:

q̇∗
id =

[∏
j ̸=i

h
(
∆ij , αijd, βijd, γijd

)]
(−K1d(q

∗
id − qid) + q̇id),

q∗
id(t0) = qid(t0),

η̇∗
id =

[∏
j ̸=i

h
(
∆ij , αijd, βijd, γijd

)]
(−K2d(η

∗
id − ηid) + η̇id),

η∗
id(t0) = ηid(t0),

(38)

where K1d and K2d are symmetric positive definite matrices.
The function h

(
∆ij , αijd, βijd, γijd

)
is a smooth step function

with the constants αijd, βijd, and γijd chosen as:

αijd = βij , αijd < βijd ≤ ∆∗
ij , γijd > 0, (39)

where bij is chosen as in (22), and ∆∗
ij satisfies the condition

(20). Using properties of the smooth step function, the choice
of the constants αij , βij , αijd and βijd in (22) and (39)
results in h′

(
∆ij , αij , βij , γij

)
h
(
∆ij , αijd, βijd, γijd

)
= 0

and
(
1 − h

(
∆ij , αij , βij , γij

))
h
(
∆ij , αijd, βijd, γijd

)
= 0.

These equalities imply that (37) holds as long as ∆ij > 0,
which is to be guaranteed by our control design. Moreover, the
choice of the constants αijd and βijd in (39) ensures that the
function h

(
∆ij , αijd, βijd, γijd

)
approaches 1 whenever ∆ij

approaches a value less than βij . Also, it is recalled from (22)
that βij < min(∆m

ijR, δijd. Therefore, the choice of update
laws in (38) achieves our purpose: η∗

id and η∗
id asymptotically

tend to the reference trajectories qid and ηid, respectively, as
long as limt→∞ ∆ij(t) < βij . This limit and the inequality
∆ij > 0 will be guaranteed by our designed control input
vectors ui and ωi in (35). This will be shown in the proof of
the main result.

Remark 4.3: 1) The control vectors ui and ωi in (35) of
the agent i are smooth and depend on only its own state and
the reference trajectory, and the states of other agents j in the
communication range of the agent i due to Property 1) of the
pairwise collision avoidance function φij in (19).

2) The update laws q̇∗
id and η̇∗

id in (38) ensure that when the
collision avoidance is active, the virtual reference trajectories
q∗
id and η∗

id are not updated. This implies that the control
vectors ui and ωi give priority to the collision avoidance
mission or the reference trajectory tracking mission whenever
which mission is more important.

Substituting the control vectors ui and ωi in (35) and the
update laws q̇∗

id and η̇∗
id in (38) into (33) results in

V̇ = −
N∑
i=1

ϑi, (40)

where

ϑi =ΩT
i K1W (Ωi) +ΞTi K2W (Ξi). (41)

On the other hand, substituting the control vectors ui and ωi
in (35) and the update laws q̇∗

id and η̇∗
id in (38) into (13) results
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in the closed loop system:

q̇i = −K1W (Ωi) + q̇∗
id,

η̇i = −K2W (Ξi) + η̇∗
id,

(42)

for all i ∈ N. We now present the main result of our paper in
the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1: Under Assumption 3.1, the smooth control
vectors ui and ωi in (35) and the update laws q̇∗

id and η̇∗
id in

(38) for the agent i solve the coordination control objective
as long as the control design parameters K1, K2, K1d, K2d,
C1, C2, αij , βij , αijd, and βijd are chosen such that the
conditions (14), (15), (17), (22) and (39) hold. In particular,
no collisions between any agents can occur for all t ≥ t0 ≥
0, the closed loop system (42) is forward complete, and the
trajectories qi and ηi of the agent i asymptotically track its
reference trajectories qid and ηid, respectively, for all i =
1, . . . , N .

Proof. See Appendix C.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we provide a numerical simulation to il-
lustrate the effectiveness of the proposed coordination control
design stated in Theorem 4.1. We use N = 6 ellipsoidal agents
with the geometric parameters as ai = 3 and bi = ci = 1 for
all i = 1, ..., N . The initial position and orientation of these
agents are chosen as follows:

qi(0) = −R0Li,

ηi(0) = [0 0 0], ∀i ∈ N,
(43)

where R0 = 9, and

L1 = [1 0 0], L2 = [0 1 0],L3 = [−1 0 0],

L4 = [0 − 1 0],L5 = [0 0 1], L6 = [0 0 − 1].
(44)

The above choice of initial conditions means that all the agents
are uniformly distributed on a sphere, which is centered at the
origin and has a radius of R0. All the agents have the same
sensing range with Ri = 25.

The reference trajectories are chosen as

qid = R0Li + qod,

ηid = [0 π/4 π/4], ∀i ∈ N,
(45)

where the common reference trajectory qod is generated by
q̇od = [1 1 1]T with qod(0) = [0, 0, 0]T . This choice implies
that the reference trajectories are angled straight lines, and that
the agents are to be uniformly distributed on a sphere, which
is centered at the common reference trajectory qod and has a
radius of R0.

The control design parameters are chosen as follows: K1 =
K2 = diag(20, 20, 20), K1d = K2d = diag(2, 2, 2), C1 =
C2 = diag(50, 50, 50), αij = 5, βij = 1.5αij , αijd = βij ,
βijd = 1.2αijd. The function w(·) is chosen as arctan(·).

A calculation shows that the above initial conditions and
the above choice of control design parameters satisfy all the
conditions (14), (15), (17), (22), (39).

Simulation results are plotted in Fig.5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7. In
Fig.5, several snapshots of the position and orientation of all
agents are plotted. The representative ∆∗

ij =
(
Πj∈Nj ̸=i∆ij

)1/5

is plotted in the first sub-figure of Fig.6. The control inputs
u = [u1, ...,ui, ...,uN ]T and ω = [ω1, ...,ωi, ...,ωN ]T are
plotted in the second and third sub-figures of Fig.6. It is clearly
seen from Fig.5 and Fig.6 that there is no collision between
any agents as indicated by ∆∗

ij > 0 for all i ∈ N even
though the above choice of initial conditions and reference
trajectories makes the space around the origin “crowded” since
all the agents need to cross this space to track their reference
trajectories. Moreover, all the agents manage to track their
reference trajectories asymptotically as seen from the tracking
errors q − qd = [q1 − q1d, ..., qi − qid, ..., qN − qNd]

T and
η − ηd = [η1 − η1d, ...,ηi − ηid, ...,ηN − ηNd]

T in Fig.7.
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Fig. 5. Snapshots of the agents’ position and orientation.
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Fig. 6. Representative ∆∗
ij and control inputs.
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Fig. 7. Tracking errors.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a constructive method to design
a coordination control system for ellipsoidal agents. The
tools used for the success of the coordination control de-
sign included a separation condition between two ellipsoids,
smooth step functions, and novel pairwise collision avoidance
functions. An extension of the proposed coordination control
design in this paper and those controllers designed for single
underactuated underwater vehicles in [32] to provide to a
coordination control system for a group of underactuated
underwater vehicles is under consideration.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1

From Fig. 2, the boundaries of the ellipsoids i and j
(equations of the points wib and wjb) coordinated in the
ObiXbiYbiZbi frame attached to the ellipsoid i can be de-
scribed by

Ei : q
T
ibA

−2
i qib = 1,

Ej : qjb = −R−1(ηi)qij +R−1(ηij)Ajϱj ,
(46)

where Ai, Aj , qij , and ηij are defined in (3) and (6);
and ϱj = [cos(αj) cos(βj) cos(αj) sin(βj) sin(αj)]

T with
αj ∈ [−π

2 ,
π
2 ] and βj ∈ [−π, π] are auxiliary angles; and

qib and qjb are vectors denoting positions of the points wib
and wjb, respectively. The idea to prove Lemma 2.1 consists
of two steps: 1) transforming the ellipsoids i and j to a unit
sphere and an ellipsoid; 2) calculating the distance between
the transformed sphere and the transformed ellipsoid.

1) Transformation: We transform the ellipsoids i and j to
a unit sphere and an ellipsoid by the following coordinate
transformation:

q̄ib = A−1
i (qib +R−1(ηi)qij),

q̄jb = A−1
i (qjb +R−1(ηi)qij).

(47)

With the above coordinate transformation, the ellipsoids (46)
are transformed to a unit sphere and an ellipsoid as follows:

Ēi : (q̄ib + q̄ij)
T (q̄ib + q̄ij) = 1,

Ēj : q̄jb = A−1
i R(ηij)Ajϱj .

(48)

Now, the ellipsoid Ei has become the unit sphere Ēi centered
at the point Ousi whose coordinates are described by the
first equation in (48). The ellipsoid Ej has become another
ellipsoid Ēj centered at the origin of the ObiXbiYbiZbi frame,
i.e., the point Obi.

For convenience of calculating the distance between the unit
sphere Ēi and the ellipsoid Ēj , we will rewrite the ellipsoid
Ēj in an implicit form instead of parametric form given in the
second equation of (48). By squaring both sides of each row
of q̄jb = A−1

i R(ηij)Ajϱj then adding the results together,
we have q̄TjbTj q̄jb = 1 where Tj is defined in (4). Hence, the
unit sphere and the ellipsoid defined in (48) can be rewritten
as

Ēi : (q̄ib + q̄ij)
T (q̄ib + q̄ij) = 1,

Ēj : q̄
T
jbTj q̄jb = 1.

(49)

2) Distance ∆ij: We now calculate the distance from the
center of the unit sphere Ēi described by the first equation in
(49), i.e., from the point Ousi to the ellipsoid Ēj described
by the second equation in (49). A necessary condition for
a point q̄jb to be the closest point to the point Ousi is
that q̄ij − q̄jb is perpendicular to the tangent plane to the
ellipsoid Ēj at q̄jb. Since the surface gradient ∂f(q̄jb)

∂q̄jb
with

f(q̄jb) :=
1
2

(
q̄TjbTj q̄jb−1

)
is normal to the ellipsoid’s surface,

the algebraic condition for the closest point q̄ib) is

q̄ij − q̄jb = κij
∂f(q̄jb)

∂q̄jb
. (50)

For the point Ousi outside the ellipsoid Ēj , there is only one
point on the ellipsoid whose normal points toward the point
Ousi. However, there can be as many as five other points
whose surface normals point directly away from Ousi. The
point on the ellipsoid whose normal points toward the point
Ousi corresponds to the largest root κij of the equation (50).
Moreover, q̄jb must satisfy the ellipsoid equation, i.e., the
second equation of (49).

From (50), we have

q̄jb = (I3×3 + κijTj)
−1q̄ij , (51)

which is substituted into the second equation in (49) results
in the equation (7).

Now the distance from the point Ousi to the closest point
q̄jb on the ellipsoid Ēj described by the second equation in
(49) is given by

∆ij = ∥q̄ij − q̄jb∥ − 1, (52)

where q̄jb is the solution of (50) and the second equation of
(49) with κij being the largest root. Substituting q̄jb in (51)
and q̄ij in (2) into (52) results in (1).

It is noted that after q̄jb is found, we can determine the
intersection point with coordinates q̄ib on the unit sphere
Ēi between the line from the point Ousi to the point with
coordinates q̄jb and the unit sphere Ēi. Once we obtain the
coordinates q̄ib and q̄jb with respect to the closest distance
between the unit sphere Ēi and the transformed ellipsoid
Ēj , the corresponding coordinates qib and qjb with respect
to the shortest distance between the original ellipsoids Ei
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and Ej on the original ellipsoids Ei and Ej can be directly
determined from (47). The actual distance between the original
ellipsoids Ei and Ej is ∥qib−qjb∥. For a coordination control
application, the transformed distance ∆ij is sufficient because
from the transformation (47) we can see that ∆ij > 0 implies
that ∥qib − qjb∥ > 0 and vice versa.

Therefore, two ellipsoids i and j are separated if ∆ij > 0,
i.e., the condition (8) must hold.

3) Solution of equations (7): We first show that the equation
(7) has a unique root on the domain of interest. Let us define
κLij be the largest root of the equation det(I3×3+κijTj) = 0.
This is a cubic equation and can be solved for its roots
explicitly. We now observe that for any nonzero q̄ij , i.e.,
∥q̄ij∥ > 0, the following inequalities and limits hold:

∂F (κij)

∂κij
< 0,

∂2F (κij)

∂κ2ij
> 0, ∀ κij ∈ (κLij ,∞),

lim
κij→κL

ij

Fij(κij) = ∞, lim
κij→∞

Fij(κij) = −1,
(53)

because the matrix Tj is symmetric and positive definite with
its elements given in (5). Properties of Fij(κij) in (53) imply
that the function Fij(κij) is strictly decreasing from ∞ to −1
on the domain κij ∈ (κLij ,∞). Therefore, the equation (7) has
a unique root on the domain of interest. Moreover, this root
is also the largest root of (7).

Given an initial value κij(0) = κLij+ ϵ where ϵ is a positive
constant such that Fij(κLij + ϵ) > 0, a numerical procedure
using the Newton method to calculate the largest root κij is
given as follows [33]:

κij(n+ 1) = κij(n)−
Fij(κij(n))

F ′
ij(κij(n))

, (54)

where F ′
ij(κij(n)) =

∂Fij(κij)
∂κij

∣∣∣
κij=κij(n)

and Fij(κij(n)) =

Fij(κij)
∣∣
κij=κij(n)

with Fij(κij) given in (7). The algorithm
(54) provides a quadratic convergence of κij(n) to the largest
root κij of the equation (7), since ∂F (κij)

∂κij
is nonzero and

∂2F (κij)

∂κ2
ij

is bounded in the domain of interest, see Theorem 1.1
in [33] for a proof. Indeed, after the largest root κij is found,
q̄jb is obtained from (51). Proof of Lemma 2.1 is completed.
�

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2

We need to verify that the function h(x, α, β, γ) given in
(10) satisfies all properties defined in (9). To prove Property
1), we note from (10) that for all −∞ < x ≤ α, we have
τ ≤ 0 and 1− τ > 0. Hence by (11), we have f(τ) = 0 and
f(1−τ) > 0, which are substituted into (10) to yield Property
1). Similarly, proof of Property 2) follows by noting from (10)
that for all β ≤ x <∞, we have τ > 0 and 1− τ ≤ 0. Hence
by (11), we have f(τ) > 0 and f(1 − τ) = 0, which are
substituted into (10) to yield Property 2). Property 3) holds
since for all α < x < β we have from (10) that 0 < τ < 1.
Hence f(τ) > 0 and f(1 − τ) > 0 by (11). Therefore, we
have 0 < f(τ)

f(τ)+γf(1−τ) < 1 for all α < x < β and γ > 0.
To prove Property 4), it is first noted that by definition of the

function f(τ), see (11), f(τ) + γf(1− τ) > 0 for all τ ∈ R
since γ > 0. In addition, the interval α < x < β is equivalent
to the interval 0 < τ < 1, see (10). Therefore, the function
h(x, α, β, γ) or h(τ, 0, 1, γ) is infinite times differentiable for
all x ∈ R or τ ∈ R. Next, we need to show that ∂kh(τ,0,1,γ)

∂τk

tends to zero when τ tends to 0− or 1+ for an arbitrary positive
integer k, since ∂kh(τ,0,1,γ)

∂τk = 0 for all τ ≤ 0 or 1 ≤ τ . For
0 < τ < 1, we can write the function h(τ, 0, 1, γ) as

h(τ, 0, 1, γ) =
1

1 + γeξ
, (55)

where ξ = 1−2τ
τ(1−τ) . From (55), we have

∂h(τ, 0, 1, γ)

∂ξ
= − γeξ

(1 + γeξ)2
= − 1

1 + γeξ
+

1

(1 + γeξ)2

= −h(τ, 0, 1, γ) + h2(τ, 0, 1, γ).
(56)

Using (56), a calculation shows that

∂kh(τ, 0, 1, γ)

∂τk
=

(
P1

(1
τ
,

1

τ − 1

)
+ P2

(1
τ
,

1

τ − 1

)
×

Q(h(τ, 0, 1, γ))
)(

− h(τ, 0, 1, γ) + h2(τ, 0, 1, γ)
)
,

(57)

where Pi
(
1
τ ,

1
τ−1

)
, i = 1, 2 are 2k-order polynomials of 1

τ

and 1
1−τ , and Q(h(τ, 0, 1, γ)) is a k − 1-order polynomial of

h(τ, 0, 1, γ). Since limx→0−
e−

1
x

xm = 0 for any positive integer
m and Q(h(τ, 0, 1, γ)) is bounded by some constant (since
0 < h(τ, 0, 1, γ) < 1), it can be directly deduce from (57) the
limits limτ→0−

∂kh(τ,0,1,γ)
∂τk = 0 and limτ→1+

∂kh(τ,0,1,γ)
∂τk =

0. Property 5) holds since ∂h(x,α,β,γ)
∂x = ∂h(τ,0,1,γ)

∂τ
∂τ
∂x =(

− h(τ, 0, 1, γ) + h2(τ, 0, 1, γ)
)
∂ξ
∂τ

∂τ
∂x with ∂τ

∂x = 1
β−α ,

∂ξ
∂τ = − 1

τ2 − 1
(τ−1)2 , and

(
−h(τ, 0, 1, γ)+h2(τ, 0, 1, γ)

)
< 0

for all τ ∈ (0, 1). To prove Property 6), using (57) we calculate
∂2h(x,α,β,γ)

∂x2 as follows

∂2h(x, α, β, γ)

∂x2
=

(
− h(x, α, β, γ) + h2(x, α, β, γ)

)
×(

ξ′′ + (1− 2h(x, α, β, γ))ξ′2
)∂τ
∂x
,

(58)

where ξ′ = ∂ξ
∂τ = − 1

τ2 − 1
(τ−1)2 , and ξ′′ = ∂2ξ

∂τ2 =
2
τ3 + 2

(τ−1)3 . For a x∗ ∈ (a, b), we have
(
− h(x∗, α, β, γ) +

h2(x∗, α, β, γ)
)
< 0. Using this information and setting

∂2h(x,α,β,γ)
∂x2

∣∣
x=x∗ = 0, we have from (58) that

γ = e−ξ
ξ′2 + ξ′′

ξ′2 − ξ′′

∣∣∣∣
x=x∗

. (59)

We now need to show that γ is always positive for all x∗ ∈
(α, β). This is sufficient to to prove that ξ′2 + ξ′′ > 0 and
ξ′2 − ξ′′ > 0 for all τ ∈ (0, 1). As such, after an algebraic
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calculation from expressions of ξ′′ and ξ′ we have

ξ′2 + ξ′′ =
1

τ4
+

2

τ3
+

2

τ2(τ − 1)2
+

τ

(τ − 1)4
,

ξ′2 − ξ′′ =
1

τ4(τ − 1)2

(
2τ2(1− τ) + (2τ − 1)2

)
+

1

τ2(τ − 1)4

(
2τ2(1− τ) + τ2 + (τ − 1)2

)
,

(60)

which clearly imply that ξ′2 + ξ′′ > 0 and ξ′2 − ξ′′ > 0 for
all τ ∈ (0, 1). �

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1

A. Proof of no collisions and complete forwardness of the
closed loop system

It is seen from (40) that V̇ ≤ 0. Integrating V̇ ≤ 0 from
t0 to t and using the definition of V in (32) with φij in (21)
result in

V (t) ≤ V (t0), (61)

where

V (t) =
N−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

φij(t) +
1

2

N∑
i=1

(
(qi(t)− q∗

id(t))
TC1×

(qi(t)− q∗
id(t)) + (ηi(t)− η∗

id(t))
TC2(ηi(t)− η∗

id(t))
)
,

(62)

and V (t0) is V (t) with t replaced by t0, for all t ≥ t0 ≥ 0.
From the condition specified in item 4) of Assumption 3.1,
Property 3) of φij , and the initial values q∗

id(t0) and η∗
id(t0)

in (38), we have the right hand side of (61) is bounded
by a positive constant depending on the initial conditions.
Boundedness of the right hand side of (61) implies that the
left hand side of (61) must be also bounded. As a result,
φij(∆ij(t)) must be smaller than some positive constant
depending on the initial conditions for all t ≥ t0 ≥ 0. From
properties of φij , see (19), ∆ij(t), for all (i, j) ∈ N and
i ̸= j, must be larger than 0 for all t ≥ t0 ≥ 0. This
in turn implies from Lemma 2.1 that there are no collisions
between any agents for all t ≥ t0 ≥ 0. Boundedness of the
left hand side of (61) also implies that of (qi(t) − q∗

id(t))
and (ηi(t) − η∗

id(t)) for all t ≥ t0 ≥ 0. Since we have
already proved that ∆ij(t) > 0, the update laws q̇∗

id and η̇∗
id

in (38) imply that (qid(t)− q∗
id(t)) and (ηid(t)− η∗

id(t)) are
also bounded. Therefore, the closed loop system (42) with the
update laws (38) is forward complete.

B. Equilibrium set

We use Lemma 2.3 to find the equilibrium set, which the
trajectories of the closed loop system (42) tend to. Integrating
both sides of (40) gives

∫∞
0
ϑ(t)dt ≤ V (t0), where ϑ =∑N

i=1 ϑi with ϑi defined in (41). The function ϑ(t) is scalar,
nonnegative and differentiable. The derivative of ϑ(t) along the
solutions of the closed loop system (42) using Properties 1),
2) and 4) of the function φij in (19) satisfies

∣∣ dϑ(t)
dt

∣∣ ≤Mϑ(t)
with M a positive constant. Therefore Lemma 2.3 results

in limt→∞ ϑ(t) = 0, which means that limt→∞ ϑi(t) = 0.
Therefore, from the expression of ϑi(t) in (41) and properties
of the bounded function W (•) in (36), we have

lim
t→∞

(
Ωi(t),Ξi(t)

)
= 0. (63)

Hence the trajectory (qi,ηi) of the agent i asymptotically
converges to the equilibrium set E, in which Ωi(t) = 0 and
Ξi(t) = 0.

From the expression of Ωi and Ξi, using properties of
the pairwise collision avoidance function φij in (19) and the
smooth step function h(∆ij , αij , βij , γij) in (9) with a note
that the constants αij and βij are chosen as in (22) and that the
constants αijd and βijd are chosen as in (39), the limits (63)
imply that ξ = (q,η), with q(t) = [qT1 (t) q

T
2 (t), . . . , q

T
N (t)]T

and η(t) = [ηT1 (t) η
T
2 (t), . . . ,η

T
N (t)]T , can tend to ξd =

(qd,ηd), with qd = [qT1d qT2d, . . . , q
T
Nd]

T and ηd =
[ηT1d ηT2d, . . . ,η

T
Nd]

T , since φ′
ij(t) = 0 at qi = qid, qj = qjd,

ηi = ηid, and ηj = ηjd, for all (i, j) ∈ N and i ̸= j,
(see Property 1) of φij), or tend to a vector denoted by
ξc = (qc,ηc), with qc = [qT1c q

T
2c, . . . , q

T
Nc]

T and ηc =
[ηT1c η

T
2c, . . . ,η

T
Nc]

T , as the time goes to infinity, i.e., the
equilibrium sets can be Ed containing ξd or Ec containing
ξc. The vector ξc is such that

Ωic = 0, Ξic = 0, (64)

where Ωic = Ωi|ξ=ξc and Ξic = Ξi|ξ=ξc for all i ∈ N. Since
we have already proved that the trajectory ξ can approach
either the desired set Ξd of desired equilibrium points ξd or the
undesired set Ξc of undesired equilibrium points ξc ’almost
globally’. The term ’almost globally’ refers to the fact that
the agents start from a set that includes the condition (17)
and that does not coincide at any point with the undesired set
Ξc. Hence, we need to prove that Ξd is locally asymptotically
stable and that Ξc is locally unstable.

C. Proof of Ed being asymptotically stable
Linearizing the closed loop system (42) near ξd gives

q̇i = −K1C1(qi − q∗
id) + q̇∗

id,

η̇i = −K2C2(ηi − η∗
id) + q̇∗

id,
(65)

for all i ∈ N, where we have used φ′
ij |ξ=ξd

= 0 and
φ′′
ij |ξ=ξd

= 0, see Property 1) of the function φij in (19),
with a note that the constants αij and βij are chosen as in
(22) and that the constants αijd and βijd are chosen as in (39).
Moreover, linearizing the update laws (38) near ξd results in

q̇∗
id = −K1d(q

∗
id − qid) + q̇id,

q∗
id(t0) = qid(t0),

η̇∗
id = −K2d(η

∗
id − ηid) + η̇id,

η∗
id(t0) = ηid(t0),

(66)

Local asymptotic stability of the equilibrium set Ed containing
ξd follows from (65) and (66) because the first time derivative
of the function Vd = 1

2

∑N
i=1

[
∥ξi − ξ∗id∥2 + ∥ξid − ξ∗id∥2

]
with ξid = (qid,ηid) and ξ∗id = (q∗

id,η
∗
id) along the solu-

tions of (65) and (66) satisfies V̇d ≤ −2min
(
λmin(K1C1),

λmin(K2C2), λmin(K1d), λmin(K2d)
)
Vd with λmin(•) being

the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix •.
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D. Proof of Ec being unstable

Substituting (64) into the closed loop system (42) gives

q̇i = −K1 (W (Ωi)−W (Ωic)) + q̇∗
id,

η̇i = −K2 (W (Ξi)−W (Ξic)) + η̇∗
id,

(67)

for all i ∈ N, where we have used properties of W (•) in (36)
to have W (Ωic) = 0 and W (Ξic) = 0 from the equalities
in (64). Since Ωic = 0 and Ξic = 0 at ξc, using properties
of W (•) in (36) shows that local stability of (67) at ξc is
equivalent to local stability of

q̇i = −K1 (Ωi −Ωic) + q̇∗
id,

η̇i = −K2 (Ξi −Ξic) + η̇∗
id,

(68)

at ξc. We now investigate stability of (68) at ξc.
Let N∗ be the set of the agents such that if the agents i and

j belong to the set N∗ then ∆ij(qij ,ηi,ηij) < bij where it
is recalled that bij is chosen as in (22). Also let N∗ be the
size of the set N∗. For those agents in the set N∗, the collision
avoidance is active. Therefore, ξ̇∗id = 0, for all i ∈ N∗, see Item
2) in Remark 4.3. Let qijc = qic− qjc, ηijc = ηic−ηjc, and
φ′
ijc be φ′

ij evaluated at qij = qijc, ηi = ηic, and ηij = ηijc.
Now, from (64) we have∑

(i,j)∈N∗

qTijcΩic = 0, (69)

which can be expanded using (64) and (34) as follows:∑
(i,j)∈N∗

qTijc

(
C1 +N∗φ′

ijcΦijc

)
qijc =

∑
(i,j)∈N∗

qTijcC1q
∗
ijd,

(70)

where the positive definite matrix Φijc depending on qijc, ηic,
and ηijc is derived from (34), (27), and (1) such that (69) is
equivalent to (70).

Since we have proved that ∥qijc∥ is bounded and ∥q∗
ijd∥

is bounded by the choice of update laws in (38) due to
boundedness of ∥qijd∥ and ∥q̇ijd∥ by assumption, the equation
(70) indicates that limλmax(C1)→0(∥QijcPicqijc∥) = ∞ with
Pic = Pi

∣∣
ηi=ηic

and λmax(C1) the maximum eigenvalue of
C1. This means that we can choose a control gain matrix C1

such that the matrix C1+N
∗φ′

ijcΦijc is negative definite for
some (i, j) with i ̸= j.

Let N∗∗ ⊂ N∗ be a nonempty set such that for all (i, j) ∈
N∗∗, i ̸= j, the matrix C1 +N∗φ′

ijcΦijc is negative definite.
Since N∗∗ ⊂ N∗, we have q̇∗

id = 0, for all i ∈ N∗∗.
To investigate stability of (68) at ξc, we consider the

following function for the agents belonging to the set N∗∗:

V̄ ∗∗
c =

1

2

∑
(i,j)∈N∗∗

(qij − qijc)
TK−1

1 (qij − qijc)+

1

2

N∗∗∑
i=1

∥ηi − ηic∥2,
(71)

whose derivative along the solutions of (68) is

˙̄V ∗∗
c = −

∑
(i,j)∈N∗∗

Wijc −
N∗∗∑
i=1

U1i −N∗∗
∑

(i,j)∈N∗∗

U2ij , (72)

where

Wijc = (qij − qijc)
T
(
C1 +N∗∗φ′

ijcΦijc

)
(qij − qijc),

U1i = (ηi − ηic)
TK2(Ξi −Ξic),

U2ij = (qij − qijc)
T
(
φ′
ijΦij − φ′

ijcΦijc

)
qij .

We now define a set Ψ such that

Ψ =
{(

qij ,ηi
)
∈ Br

∣∣U1 ≤ 0 U2 ≤ 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ N∗∗, i ̸= j,

(73)
where U1 =

∑N∗∗

i=1 U1i and U2 =
∑

(i,j)∈N∗∗ U2ij . Since the
matrix C1 + N∗φ′

ijcΦijc is negative definite, there exists a
positive constant ρij such that

˙̄V ∗∗
c ≥−

∑
(i,j)∈N∗∗

ρijWijc, (74)

in the set Ψ defined in (73). We need to show that the set Ψ
is nonempty.

For the condition U1i ≤ 0, we can always find ηi as a vector
function of qijc, qij , ηijc, ηij , and ηic for all (i, j) ∈ N∗∗

and i ̸= j such that U1i ≤ 0. An example is ηi = ηic for all
i ∈ N∗∗.

ˆ
ijO

ˆ
ijX

ˆ
ijYˆ

ijbO

ˆ
ijcO

ˆ
ijcY

*

ij
B

**

ij
B

*
*
*

ij
ij

ij
B

B
B

îjbc
r

ˆ
ijocd

1

ˆ
ijcX

ˆ
ijZ

ˆ
ijcZ

Fig. 8. An unstable set.

For the condition
U2ij ≤ 0, we first
note that the matrix
Φij is positive def-
inite for all qij ∈
R3, ηij ∈ R3, and
ηi ∈ R3 such that
∆ij > 0, for all
(i, j) ∈ N∗∗ and i ̸=
j. Second, we note
from Property 2) of
the function φij in
(19) that φ′

ij is nega-
tive and equals infin-
ity when ∆ij = 0.

Now, let us choose a contact point Ôijb, see Fig. 8, between
the agent i and the agent j belonging to the set N∗∗, i.e.,
the point where ∆ij = 0 such that the distance from Ôijb to
the point Ôijc at (X̂ijc, Ŷijc, Ẑijc) where (X̂ijc, Ŷijc, Ẑijc) :=
Qijcqijc is smallest. In Fig. 8, the ÔijX̂ij , Ôij Ŷij , ÔijẐij
axes represents the first, second, and third elements of Qijqij ,
respectively.

Let the ball B∗
ij be centered at Ôijb and have the radius

r̂ijbc of the distance from the center Ôijb to the point Ôijc.
By construction, if

(
qij ,ηi

)
∈ B∗

ij with ηi being satisfied
the condition U1i ≤ 0, the matrix Sij :=

(
Q−T
ij (φ′

ijΦij −
φ′
ijcΦijc)Q

−1
ij

)
is negative definite.

On the other hand, let B∗∗
ij be the set such that if (qij ,ηi) ∈

B∗∗
ij then [Qij(Piqij−Picqijc)]

TQijPiqij is positive, see Fig.
8 for an illustration. Let B♢

ij = B∗
ij

∩
B∗∗
ij . We can see that

B♢
ij is nonempty if the radius r̂ijbc is greater than 1 because

the distance between the point Ôij and the point Ôijb equals
1. In order to have the radius r̂ijbc > 1, we need the distance
d̂ijoc from the point Ôij and the point Ôijc larger than 2.
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We now show that d̂ijoc > 2 by choosing C1 with
λmax(C1) sufficiently small. As such, from (64) we can again
see that limλmax(C1)→0(∥QijcPicqijc∥) = ∞. This means
that the set B♢

ij is nonempty for an appropriate C1. Since
the matrix Sij is negative definite for

(
qij ,ηi

)
∈ B∗

ij with
ηi being satisfied the condition U1i ≤ 0, there exists a
nonempty subset B♢♢

ij of B♢
ij such that if

(
qij ,ηi

)
∈ B♢♢

ij

with ϕi being satisfied the condition U1i ≤ 0 the condition
U2ij ≤ 0 holds. Hence, the set Ψ is nonempty and given by
Ψ =

∩
(i,j)∈N∗∗ B

♢♢
ij . Since we have already proved that the

matrix C1+N
∗φ′

ijcΦijc is negative definite, the function V̄ ∗∗
c

in (71), its derivative ˙̄V ∗∗
c in (74) together with the nonempty

set Ψ imply that the undesired equilibrium set Ec is unstable
by Chetaev’s Theorem (Theorem 4.3 in [29]). �
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